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Editorial
Events dear boy………..
Harold MacMillan was once asked by a journalist what is was that was most likely to blow a
government (Club) off course. He is alleged to have replied, “Events dear boy, events”.
Well, events are what we have all been busy with, both organising and planning and competing in.
And events are what the majority of this Newsletter is about, which I think is the way it should be.
Fortunately, we have not been blown off course as a club, so enjoy the read. And if you do find this
Newsletter worthwhile, please do write something for Dick for the next one!
My sincere thanks to all the contrbutors to this edition, inluding to Richard Tiley for his thought
provoking article on WOC and Karen Clark for use of her photos.

JUNIOR WORLD ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS 2015 - RAULAND, NORWAY
BY Helen Ockenden
This year I was selected to represent Great Britain at the Junior World Orienteering Championships
for the first time. JWOC was held in Rauland in the Norwegian mountains from the 5th to the 10th of
July in very technically demanding terrain.

The terrain in Rauland

The GB team

The whole team flew out to Norway a few days before the competition began to do some
orienteering training on the model areas. These areas were quite similar to the competitions areas,
and this helped us to get used to the way things are mapped in Norway. We also found that open

marshes were good features to use as they were very obvious, which is quite different to north-west
England.
The first race of the week was the sprint, which I was not running
in. This was because most members of the team were only
selected to run for two of the three individual disciplines.
However, I enjoyed watching the rest of the team compete, and
finish with some excellent results.

An extract from the middle
qualifier map

My first race was the qualification race for the middle distance.
The course was almost entirely slope
orienteering, with lots of legs
diagonally across vague slopes. This
required very accurate use of compass,
and I made quite a few mistakes early
on in the course, eventually finishing in
30th place in my heat and qualifying for
the B final. (There are 3 heats and
finishers 1-20 in each heat go through
to the A final, 21-40 go through to the
B final and the rest to the C final).

On the run in at the middle
final

The middle distance finals were the next day. The start
list is in reverse order of the results from the qualifier,
so I had a start time in the middle of B final. I found
the course a lot more enjoyable, although it was still
quite technical, and I finished in 8th place. I knew that
the terrain for the long distance was similar to some
areas of the middle final area, so having a good run
built up my confidence for the long distance race.

The view of the Lake from the huts
Between the middle finals and the long distance we had a day off from racing, and some of the team
went to the long distance model area mainly to familiarise ourselves with the 1:15,000 map scale
used in the long distance races. In the afternoon, we
also went for a short swim in the lake near where we
were staying.

Because there are no qualifiers for the long distance race at JWOC, the start window for the long
distance runs from 9am to 2:30pm. I had an early start at 9:31, which meant that after I had finished I
got to enjoy watching the rest of the team finish as well. Some of the runners were wearing GPS
tracking, and there were cameras out in the terrain, so there was a lot to watch on the big screen in
the arena. There was lots of route choice on the course, but it was also very physical as there was
quite a lot of climb and the open marshes were quite energy sapping. I had a fairly clean run,
although I made a bad route choice when I caught up some runners who had started ahead of me,
and I made a few errors in the control circle.

How would you do this leg?
My position at the end of the day was 54th, and I was the first British girl. The top result of the day
was Aidan Smith finishing in 4th position on the men’s course, which was the best ever GB result on
the JWOC long.
The final event of the week was the relay, which was held in
the same arena as the long distance. The boys relay started
first at 9am and the girls relay started later at 10:20am. We
were held in quarantine before the start, so we couldn’t
speak to any members of the team who had already run and
we couldn’t see the big screen where they were showing the
GPS tracking. Fortunately, we could still see when our
runners were coming in. I was on second leg for the second
team, and we came back quite far behind after the first leg. I
had a clean run apart from one control, where I made a
massive error, but I still brought the team up a few places.
Fiona had a good run on 3rd leg and we finished in 32nd.

Ready for the party

In the evening there was a party for all the teams at the hotel where some of the teams were staying.
This was a great opportunity to relax after a week of hard races, and to make new friends from some
of the other teams.
I really enjoyed my week in Norway at JWOC 2105, and I have learned a lot about my orienteering
which will help me to improve my training over the winter. I would like to thank the team coaches for
all the support they gave us while we were competing, and SROC, the NWOA, and the John Taylor
Foundation for the financial assistance they gave me.

TEAM EBORRR ON JWOC TOUR - NORWAY JULY 2015
By Brian Jackson
Whilst SROC’s Helen Ockenden was selected to run for her country at the Junior World
Championships in Norway this year, Martyn Roome and I selected ourselves to go and compete in
the 5 Day event that was taking place alongside JWOC. We went with Richard and Karen Clark and Jill
Smith from EBOR so invented a new club name by adding RR for Red Rose to EBOR.
We wisely left all the organisation to Martyn as he has been to Norway so many times on North West
Junior tours, though his main expertise is in the area around Frederikstad.
Someone in a radio comedy used to have the catch phrase “If you’ve not been to Manchester then
you’ve never lived”. Alex Finch has a similar one – “If you’ve not orienteered in Norway then you’ve
never orienteered”. I think he is right. This was my second trip and I found it is still wonderful and
came away wishing I could orienteer on terrain like that every weekend.
The format was very similar to this year’s very enjoyable and successful World Champs/ Scottish 6
Days. However it was on a smaller scale and not spread out over such a large area. The public event
was the annual Sørlandsgallopen annual 5 day event rebranded “JWOC” Tour. It had about 2000
competitors, mainly Scandinavians. The JWOC event had a similar number of countries competing as
at the World Champs but they had less races – just individual Sprint races with no qualifiers, no Sprint
Relay, but the same number of forest races.
We stayed in a very comfortable flat in a ski chalet at Rauland Skisenter. The furthest we had to
travel was 33km to Day 1 and some 24km to see the Sprints in Åmot. Days 2 and 3 were a mere 7km
down the road and the last two days including the JWOC Long and Relays were just walking distance
from our chalet which was on the map.
When we arrived Norway was having the same heatwave as the UK and it was on Day 1 when I
missed my best chance of a swim when the finish was located next to a lake. Although in rather
technical terrain Day 1 was a relatively gentle introduction because there were a few line features to
hang onto or to seek out from time to time. By Day 4 line features seemed to have been largely
abolished.
The JWOC Sprints were held on our first rest day and we went to have a look, Very exciting stuff in
quite an ordinary modern town, but the planners had teased some very finely balanced route choices
which were very effectively displayed on the big screen. Even I wished that I had entered the public
race straight after. Martyn had done. Competitors simply lined up and went off at 4 per minute over
the JWOC courses.

Day 2 started in Rauland at the back of a supermarket on a cold and rainy day and by the end I was
feeling distinctly hyperthermic. Although there was the comfort of a few line features and a bit of
track running there were some quite technical legs and the usual realisation that as nearly all of the
competitors were Scandinavian the slightest error would be punished by being plunged a long way
down the results table.

Brian, Richard, Jill and Martyn on top of a small mountain
Day 3 was also from Rauland but there were very few paths and one of the few that I had to cross I
failed to notice because it was so feint on the ground. These two days were the days of the JWOC
Middle Distance Qualifer and Final also from Rauland. They used different parts of the forest but
shared the same finish arena.
On the rest day for both competitions we visited the Vermork hydro-electric power station which is
not far away. Fortunately we got there before the other 2000 competitors arrived. When built at the
start of the C20th it was the largest power station in the world. It has been de-commissioned and is a
museum. The water powers another installation. The HE power was used to establish a chemical
industry in the valley. It was in the hydrogen plant in front of the power station that heavy water was
being produced prior to and during WW2. It was feared that the Nazis might be developing the
atomic bomb and would be using heavy water from this plant and it became the target of raids by
Norwegian commandos and the USAAF. The story of these and the sinking of a ferry with a
consignment of heavy water on it is told in the museum and was the subject of various films and
documentaries such as the Heroes of Telemark.
Days 4 and 5 were on the area around the ski resort we were staying in and the JWOC Long and Relay
races were held on these days. These had the most technical terrain and I had my eye in by now.
However, it did not stop me from running to no.2 before no.1 on Day 4 and losing 5 minutes.

Mistakes like that are punished by a much lower position even when there are only about 35 to 40
on the course. Two great days, and the sunshine and warmth were back.
The JWOC Relays were particularly exciting to watch. Unlike at the World Champs forest races the
GPS tracking worked very well and the Women’s race demonstrated potential of the technology
particularly as the order continually changed with the leaders making plenty of mistakes under the
intense pressure.
With the orienteering over we still had time for a spot of exercise on the day before we left. This was
a walk to the top of Gaustatoppen which is the highest mountain in the area at 1883m.
How did Martyn and I fare? Well Martyn finished up the week 15th out of 43 in M60 and I was also
15th (out of 50). There were no short races in ours classes. Martyn was a bit left out of the intra
EBORRR rivalry each day. The rest of us – W60s and M65s were on the same course each day.
Great trip. Great orienteering. The standard of the event was very high and was of an easily
manageable scale and involved very little travelling once we got there. Norway’s reputation as being
expensive is well-deserved but with Martyn finding very good deals for the accommodation and car
hire, splitting everything five ways, eating in, and airline tickets being very reasonably priced (SAS as
well as Ryanair), there is no need to take out a second mortgage. Even if it is a bit expensive then
orienteering of that quality is worth paying for.

JK 2015 DAY 1
By Martyn Roome SROC, Assistant Organiser Day 1.
I forget when Lancaster University was first mooted as a venue for the JK Sprints, but it was an
obvious choice. SROC have been using the built campus for evening sprints for a number of years
now, and we knew it was as good as any campus in the UK. It was also very close to the M6 and for
those coming from the south on the way to the rest of the weekend (sorry Scots!).
Tony Marlow, the Organiser of Day 1 had already organised major Championships, and I slotted in
happily as Assistant, handy too that I lived only some 10 miles from the venue.
The University, through their excellent Head Of Sport, Kim Montgomery, had readily agreed to the
event, but it was a shock to find out just how many departments had to be involved in the planning,
each with their own very legitimate concerns. Landscape, Projects, Maintenance, Security as well as
Sport all had to be accommodated and as our detailed organisation progressed (and planning
through David and Miriam Rosen) so more factors to work around came to light.
David’s original choice for the Assembly area was Alexandra Square, a fully pedestrianised area in the
centre of the campus, with much of it under cover. However, we were told that this area was due for
major repaving over Easter, so the area actually used, at the Bonnington Steps was chosen (yes,
named after Sir Chris who was Chancellor of the University as well as being British Orienteering’s
President). In the end, the major work to Alexandra Park did not happen, but such is the fluidity of
University building projects and maintenance! Because of this, we found that monthly discussions
with the relevant departments and then more frequent meetings were essential to keep up to date.
Indeed, a week before the event some last minute building work threatened to close an area vital to
a lot of the courses. “So, if we close this area over Easter what is the worst that can happen”, David
was asked. There was a pregnant pause, and David said, “Well, we will have to cancel the event”.
This was followed by an even longer silence! Fortunately, Kim worked her magic after the meeting
and the rest is history!

We decided to split the work load between us largely by subject area, with Tony taking on Task
Procedure and me taking on Helper Organisation. We made sure we got top notch Team and
Assistant Team Leaders and had 2 two way briefings with them before the event. I thought originally
that we might need about 75 helpers. How wrong I was! In the end we needed about 130 to ensure
that almost everyone was able to get a run.
One subject that caused a fair amount of discussion was the run in. We thought long and hard about
putting safety barriers alongside the artificial pond that bordered one side. However, we considered
that by doing this competitors were more likely to injure themselves by getting their legs entangled
in the bars of the barriers. And the pond was very shallow! The enthusiasm of some runners (or
should I say misjudgement) exceed our expectations and I think it was 4 or 5 who landed up in the
pond, being unable to negotiate the 90 degree bend. The crowd loved it!
So how did it go on the day? Well, the weather could have been better (but believe me it could have
been much worse!) It started off dry, mizzled around mid event and then cleared up. We collected
equipment in glorious sunshine! We could have done with bigger, higher signs to the start (rectified
once we realised). As ever at Easter, the M6 was horrendous, so having punching starts for all but the
elites was exactly the right thing to do. We kept the starts open for half an hour longer to make sure
everyone got off.

Run-in action, just before the pond!
David and Miriams’ courses came in for much praise, and produced some wonderful racing. With
WOC in Scotland this year there was a large and quality field from overseas. I was lucky enough to be
at the finish when Matthias Kyburz (Switzerland) came in to confound the prediction of the excellent
commentators by dead heating with Scott Fraser in M21E. Cat Taylor grabbed an excellent 2nd place
in W21E behind Denmark’s Emma Klingenberg.

So, would I do it again? Funnily enough, the answer is, yes!.The effort of organising Day 1, even with
a lot of work and guidance from Dick Towler as overall coordinator, was massive. Far more than I
could have imagined, and the last few weeks were very busy. However,I enjoyed almost every
minute of it, and the joy of achieving something significant, working alongside others, made it all
worthwhile.

WOC 2015 – A VOLUNTEERS VIEW
By Richard Tiley LOC
Chapter 1 – Planning
Chapter 2 – Sprint Qualifier
Chapter 3 – Sprint Relay
Chapter 4 – Sprint Final
Chapter 5 – Middle prepare
Chapter 6 – Middle race
Chapter 7 – Forest Relay
Chapter 8 – Long prepare
Chapter 9 – Long race
“Wouldn’t it be good to see the athletes up close – why don’t we help man the starts?” so said Dick
Towler to me over a year ago whilst I was still Lakeland Chair. Why not I thought – we put it to the
club and sourced a core party of 15-20 volunteers. Being the Organiser of the Bigland day of the JK
with Dick as overall co-ordinator meant we didn’t want to focus on WOC 2015 until May. I had also
agreed to plan this years’ Saunders Lakeland Mountain Marathon so I wasn’t really focussed until
June when the SLMM courses were finalised.
When I did start to focus on WOC 2015 then the signs were not promising. Dick had been asking
many questions and been getting few replies and very sketchy details. Six weeks out he circulated
both email and document from WOC 2015 director Paul McGreal to Derek Allison and myself which
gave an outline of the start process but little detail. Paul encouraged us to take ownership and write
our own specification!
With three weeks to go and still little response to our questions Dick sends the email pointing out
that unless he gets some cooperation there will be no starts and consequently no WOC 2015. There
is at last some feedback but little is encouraging. Whereas we imagined we would be staffing a start
location that had been already built, realisation slowly dawned that we would have to build, staff &
then breakdown each start completely by ourselves. Dick tries to source equipment. There are six
start boxes from -12 through to -1 each needing a gazebo as shelter for helpers and athletes plus an
additional one for kit drop – we are told only four are available. Dick offers to bring three of his own
– they are white and WOC 2015 are blue but hey-ho it is better than standing in the rain. He is
offered a dozen stakes so loads an additional 50 from the JK onto his roof rack and packs drills, staple
guns and as many tools as he can think of into the car. Several years in the planning and we are
having to empty the garage to provide gear – not a good start.
Three days before we head to Scotland Dick is circulated an email where Paul advises he has a lot of
signage and is asking whether there is any plan to distribute these around the areas before the
event? If the WOC director doesn’t know what is happening with signage this could end in tears.
Chapter 2 – Sprint Qualifier
Up at 6am on the Friday and away by 6:30am to drive to Scotland. Arrive in Forres at 2pm to meet
the rest of the team. Dick advises that the promised equipment hasn’t arrived yet. Sort out a few

issues and drive around to the Quarantine area and Pre-Start. Dick and I had agreed that he would
lead the Start team and I would lead Pre-Start. Kit Drop and Pre-Start gazebos (brought by Dick) have
been erected and I am introduced to Becca & Issie who will be running Quarantine every day.
Dick gives me a briefing for the day. 1) This is Pre-Start location. 2) Give the athletes their GPS
trackers & Timers & check their SI Air Cards. 3) There will be some problems and you will have to sort
them out. Brilliant – that covers everything! My immediate problem is that there doesn’t appear to
be any toilets apart from the couple in Forres Academy and we are expecting 120 men plus 105
women athletes plus pre-runners for each course plus an additional 40 or 50 coaches and the
helpers. Talk to Becca & Issie who assure me the toilets are on the way . . .
The SI Team arrive led by Ted Finch and the GPS & Timer processes are explained. Two of our helpers
haven’t arrived so Pre-Start is two people down. Instead of just supervising looks like I will be helping
stuff GPS trackers down ladies vests. 3 Toilets eventually arrive shortly after the first teams start
arriving into quarantine. I saunter across to have a pee and discover there is no loo paper. Check the
other two and also no loo paper. Back to quarantine where Becca has organised someone to fetch
some. Back to Pre-Start to keep discussing process with other members of the team. See a car pull up
in front of quarantine and someone get out with a four pack of loo roll – and proceed to distribute
amongst the loos. Can’t quite believe what I’ve seen as I think we are expecting 275 nervous people
to be using these but check and there is only one loo roll in each of two of them and two rolls in the
other.
Consider what Daniel Hubman might say, being a late starter, if he is asked to use his hand. Walk
through the 700m from Pre-Start to Start and on the way pass a mini-market and buy another 12
rolls. At the Start people are using the medical centre toilets but this shuts at 6pm and the starts run
from 6pm to 7:45pm. I’m not sure what the helpers did but I know some of the men were peeing in
the bushes at -4.
Back at Pre-Start we sort out the Pre-runners and then at 6pm start processing 3 women every
minute. Stuff a gps tracker into the vest, attach a timing watch to one arm, check the SI Card has
good battery life, turn it on, check it works in air mode, then clear and check. There is nobody spare
to deal with problems so Margaret, Suzanne from Poland and myself work feverishly for 40 minutes.
20minutes respite and then another frantic 40 minutes of the same routine with the men. High fives
once everyone has been processed. Dismantle the two gazebos, load tables back into Forres
Academy, collect all signage, tape and assorted bits and load into the back of my car. Drive around to
Start and help with clear-up there. By 8:45pm we have finished and just make the chippy before 9pm
to get a cone of chips my hot food for the day. Then drive to Elgin for the Premier Inn. Crash by
10pm.
Chapter 3 – Sprint Relay
Very sleepless night from all the adrenalin but after breakfast drive to Nairn for 10am to start setting
up the Sprint Relay start. Each team needs a changeover board which display Team No & Country
Code back and front, and has three maps covered by opaque paper plus a Reserve Maps sign and
another three maps covered by opaque paper. Just the 50 staples to staple gun 11 bits of paper plus
6 sticky labels to attach (Leg1/2/3) which is fine when you say it quickly but with 34 teams that is
1700 staples across the 34 boards.
Around 1:30pm and up to Team Board 19 when one of the IOF advisors walks across and tells us that
the team numbers and countries don’t match. Ukraine have had problem with visas and haven’t
arrived and are no longer Team 5. Much debate between IOF, Day Controller Chris and Jon from the
SI Team. We are told to stop work. After a 30 minute delay it’s decided that the Team 5 gaffle will
become GBR (previously Team 6) and all country codes will shuffle down one map board. It’s a good
solution from our perspective with minimal staple gun change. We haven’t long restarted when
around 2pm a heavy rain squall arrives and we run to shelter in the SI Download tent. It shows no

sign of abating after 10 minutes so we move map boards and very wet gear into the Press tent to
continue work.
By 4pm we have finished the map boards and I have very sore knees and callouses on my thumb
from using the staple gun for 4 hours. I managed one cup of tea and half a sandwich for lunch.
Athletes and Pre-Start helpers now arriving and move across to brief the team on athlete processing
and transfers to change-over. The athlete goes through a similar process of GPS, timing chip, checks
on the SI air card but instead of three a minute like yesterday we have to process a set of 34 in short
order.
At 5:15 we call first leg runners into Pre-Start for processing. The Norwegian coach sidles over and
explains it’s not possible as the athletes are still warming up. Fair point but unless they start with all
of the stuff the race isn’t going to happen so after a brief discussion we agree to process the athletes
and then release them back into quarantine. The Transfer team are told to make a new break in the
quarantine barriers to exit the sets of leg runners from a different point – good job this has been
carefully planned and not made up as we go along.
Once first leg have been kitted up and called to start at 5:45pm then we process second leg runners.
Manage to finish two minutes before the Mass Start and stroll across to see them set off. Then back
to process third and last leg runners – organised chaos in the tent. Finish and big hugs all around –
wander over to watch the end of the race. Standing there when Soren Bobach walks up with Emma
Klingenburg & Tue Lassen – “Are we ok to go back into the area to the last control and run down the
finish?” Say I don’t think it will be a problem and they vault a couple of barriers and meet Maja Alm
to run in together.
Back to break everything down and tidy up and finish around 8pm. Drive to our accommodation for
the week in Findhorn to meet up with Rachel and the other people we are staying with. Another
restless night.
Chapter 4 – Sprint Final
Meet at 10am again to begin prep. Set up 4 gazebos at edge of Grant Park and two at edge of Forres
Academy and distribute a large amount of tape in the 800m between the two. Manage to stop for an
hour and go to a café for a meal – first hot food in 60 hours. Back to Pre-Start to meet SI Team and
sort all of the GPS and timing kit. The 3 Portaloos are still at Forres Academy and now have a couple
of loo rolls each but don’t smell as though they have been emptied since Friday; still small mercies.
And Becca from quarantine has come prepared with an additional 20 rolls – happy days.
The Pre-Running team arrive and we process the girl runners. Shortly afterwards when we are
checking we have spare SI air cards discover they are missing. Go to check with Pre-Runner manager
who has walked off with the case as it contains the mens Pre-Runner cards as well as the spares.
Retrieve the case and we are good to go for the women’s race.
It goes off without problem as does the men’s. We clear up the Pre-Start and drive around to Grant
Park and help clear there. Finished by 7:30pm and back to the house for more hot food – luxury.
Chapter 5 – Middle prepare
Don’t have to start until midday in Conicavel so manage to take Rachel for a walk down to Findhorn.
By now the usual process of setting out the gazebos and tying them off to trees and stakes. Slightly
worrying to see no portaloos but we manage to sort everything in 5 hours. Able to chat to the
residents and reassure them that they will be able to drive in and out.
Chapter 6 – Middle race
Arrive in Conicavel for 9am. The village hall is now open and we discover it has 3 loos which is a relief
as there is still no sign of the Portaloos. Of course with only half a loo roll in each and around 200

athletes, coaches and volunteers it could get nasty. I have six spare rolls from the Sprint Qualifier and
I approach one of the residents I met yesterday and blag another 4 pack.
Colin Matheson turns up and I say hi and enquire what role he is fulfilling. Assistant WOC Director is
the response. Ask him if he would know the situation about the loos and he says he negotiated the
contract with PortaCabin and he has been disappointed with the service so far. Ask him if he has
thought about getting loos into Glen Affric and he assures me it has been taken care of.
Pre-Runners arrive and we issue GPS Trackers and SI Cards and they set off. Athletes begin to arrive
in minibuses from Quarantine and I meet and greet and direct them to the Village Hall.
The coaches start asking a variety of questions and I try and make up some sensible answers. Just
before first start at midday when we are checking all of the kit discover the spare SI Cards are missing
– despatch a car to Darnaway arena to retrieve the SI Case from the Pre-Runner Managers . . . again.
By 1pm the athletes are proving to be a nervous bunch and going through toilet paper at an
astonishing rate. Sprint Final planner Tim Sands is helping and I ask him to drive to Darnaway to get
some more loo rolls – instant promotion. Around 2.30pm a single portaloo arrives but its more
trouble than it is worth to unload so I send it away.
Just before the end of the women’s starts a nasty shower comes through absolutely soaking the last
few including Minna Kauppi, Ida Bobach & Annika Billstam. Annika is clearly not fazed going on to run
a great race and take the gold medal.
Check on the loo paper situation, have a chat to Derek Allison and decide that there is still some
doubt as to whether we need more so his son Stewie is despatched by bike to collect some. There
are no further dramas and the start runs smoothly through to 4pm.
Whilst the gazebos begin to be dismantled the key team of Dick & Ange, Rachel & myself, Derek &
Stewie and Rob Browne make a start on the map boards for tomorrow’s Relay in the village hall.
Whilst it is similar to the Sprint Relay, each board needs men’s maps (covered up) on one side and
women’s attached to the other. We work methodically through for three and a half hours and
manage to finish in time to get back to our accommodation for 8pm for a bite to eat. Again I have
sore knees and sore thumbs from kneeling with a staple gun for that amount of time.
Chapter 7 – Forest Relay
Meet back at Conicavel village hall for 8:30am to load the 36 Relay Boards into the back of 3 cars and
drive them to the Arena in Darnaway. Spend an hour covering the men’s side of the boards with
black plastic (so the women’s change over cannot see the men’s maps) and help to attach to the
barriers. Then drive around to the Walled Garden which will be quarantine.
Initially this was the only quarantine space but a few weeks before it was extended 800m into the
arena. Decide to leave Pre-Start and GPS issue back near the walled garden as planned. Delighted to
find that we have had 4 Portaloos delivered and they have paper.
Becca & Issie arrive and have a shock to find that there is no Marquee to protect the 200 athletes
and coaches from the elements. Becca follows this up and discovers that the Quarantine marquee
has never been ordered. Eventually a small tent is delivered.
The Pre-Runners Manager turns up wants to take away the case to issue the SI Cards in the arena.
Ted Finch who is in charge of GPS & SI issue refuses to let him take it away and demands the PreRunners attend the Walled Garden and go through Pre-Start properly.
Athletes start to arrive and I try to persuade first leg women to remain within the walled garden
segment so that we can manage the first mass start. Some clearly think we are being over officious
but it is made clear that it is their responsibility to return in plenty of time to be kitted up. Needless
to say one of those on first leg who gave us the shoulder returns without her si air card, without
enough time to run back to Arena and back again, and is issued with a spare.
Process athletes throughout the afternoon and it seems to go ok. Being 800m from the Arena we can
hear nothing of the action and it is a bit depressing to be missing out. Eventually third leg men are
sorted around 5pm and we quickly clear the tables away and walk through to the arena. I am just in

time to see Graham Gristwood arrive back in second place and then watch Ralph Street have a
fantastic run but just be pipped for the medals.
Walk back through to Walled Garden to find Becca on the phone. The small tent has already been
collected together with the tables, chairs and water that shouldn’t have been as they are needed in
quarantine for the long race. Leave her sorting things and back to Conicavel village hall to load up
gazebos and other kit for Long Start. Discussion with Dick as to what time to meet at Cannich the
next day and he wants to get there for 8am meaning a 6:30am start driving for me. I refuse as Rachel
has been absent with food poisoning and I don’t want to get her up at 6am. We agree to meet at
9am. Clear village hall by 6.30pm and back to accommodation by 7pm. Further texts through the
evening where I learn of Simon Cane joining us but not being able to reach Cannich until 10am –
happy days - later start.
Chapter 8 – Long prepare
Leave accommodation at 8:30am to start drive to Glen Affric. Rachel & I arrive at Cannich to meet
Dick & Ange & Simon Cane. Drive in the final 7 miles – past Dog Falls the tarmac ends and we are on
Forest tracks. The drive goes on for 40 minutes until Dick just stops next to some flattened bracken,
the only indication on the track of where Pre-Start will be. Quickly into midge nets and full body
cover including gloves.
We unload the gazebos, tables, stakes and tape and begin to haul them up the slope (some 80m in
height gain). As you climb the terrain gets rougher and rougher and we all fall several times – I
manage to find a hole which swallows the whole of my leg. After two hours work we have managed
to erect the top four gazebos and the tapes between them through the tussock grass. Short stop for
lunch and then finish setting up the other three. The athletes are being bussed in so explore where
the minibuses are meant to turn around. It is about 500m beyond Pre-Start around a couple of bends
in the track and find a car parked there. Return with a sign asking for area to be left clear.
Meet a chap who has been delivering water and he advises us we could exit around the south end of
Glen Affric and gives us the combination of the padlock on the forest gate if we go that way. You
might have thought someone would have mentioned this to the start team before.
The recurring theme is that there are no portaloos delivered so far when we leave at 4pm. I make up
a sign and leave it where I want the toilets positioned should they turn up. We drive around the
south end and it takes longer to get back to Cannich around 5pm.
On the return through Inverness & Nairn hit rush hour queues and eventually arrived back in Forres
at 7pm. Although the house has invited the rest of the club to a BBQ after the 6-days race in
Darnaway we have a quiet meal in Forres and then crash early – Dick wants to meet in Cannich
before 7am next day.
Chapter 9 – Long race
Awake early at 4am and we leave at 5:15am. Meet up with Dick & Ange at 6:45am and transfer to
their car to drive in. Shortly before Dog Falls we see 4 portaloos sat at the side of the road –they may
be the ones for the start but we won’t know until we arrive – if so they are only 6 miles away from
where they need to be. Arrive and sure enough no toilets – huge relief that I have brought large
quantity of loo roll. Unable to warn anyone of the situation as no mobile reception and apparently no
provision of satellite phones – someone has a lot of faith that the remote start will work without any
problems.
Set up Pre-Start. Pre-Runners arrive and are despatched. Helpers arrive. First athletes arrive and I am
first point of contact to meet and greet and explain there are no toilets but there is some paper.
Midges are very bad to start and athletes seem unprepared for level of irritation. First couple of
hours things seem to work ok and minibuses arrive, drop athletes and coaches, and then make return
journey along single track. Some tales from drivers of some minibuses not stopping at correct passing
places. Then we have a driver who manages to drive into the ditch at the side of the track near PreStart.

Controller Tony Thornley, myself and one other manage to push it back out in reverse but nearly run
over a competitor in the process – lucky escape. Clearly keeping the minibus shuttle working is key to
the event.
Around 11:30am a small van unexpectedly appears. He is part of the TV crew and reports he was
following a minibus which has driven into the ditch about a km before Pre-Start. At first one wheel
was in the ditch but then the athletes got out to push him and only succeed in getting him stuck fast
with both wheels in the ditch. Cars may be able to get through the remaining gap but no other
minibuses. Quick discussion with Tony & Ted Finch and Tony tells me to keep the start running, I am
in charge whilst he disappears off to investigate in Ted’s car. Oh good, no additional pressure then.
After a while he returns on a push bike. The minibus is well and truly stuck. The driver has been
positioned a km and a half back from Pre-Start at a track junction where he will now instruct the
minibuses to turn around and the athletes and coaches walk in from there carrying their bags. It
seems churlish to enquire where the 4WD Land Rover or Tractor with towing chains is positioned
with a satellite phone waiting for just such an eventuality. This is the World Champs and the minibus
transfer is the obvious weak link to be identified on the Risk Assessment.
I wouldn’t mind seeing the RA. I wonder who prepared it. Normally it’s the organiser.
Tony is concerned that the athletes may now arrive late for their starts. I am told to meet them when
they arrive and make a note of their bib numbers and arrival times. And then I can tell them to shit in
the bushes. It is not getting any better. The first group of athletes walks in with a group of ladies first
and the men straggling behind. All of the girls seem to think they still have enough time and move on
down the track. Relief. Then a Polish chap and his coach approach and say they are now late. I
question how late and they say he only has 20mins to his start. Tony appears at my elbow and we
agree with the Poles that after 12:25 starts we will have a gap of 20minutes and everyone’s start
goes back 20 minutes – it’s an easyish number to do the maths, although the long week and 4am
start is beginning to catch up with my brain. So for each new group of athletes I have to advise of the
20 minutes Start delay and the lack of toilets.
Short term problem that the group of ladies off this minibus haven’t been advised of later start times
so we hastily write a couple of notices and Rachel walks back down the track trying to advise all
coaches and athletes where the delay will occur.
More athletes arrive and I note bibs and arrival times. Just as we are coming to the point where there
will be the gap Eva Jurenikova and a Czech coach turn up. She hadn’t got the message about delayed
starts and has just completed her warm-up and preparation – is it ok for her to start at the correct
time? Instant decision to let her start hoping what the athlete wants is OK with Controller Tony (it
was). Nervous wait during the 20 minute delay and then we begin processing athletes again.
Realise we are missing a final bus load of Elite Men and that Hector Haines has the earliest start time
of this group. Talk to British coach Liz Campbell that it is likely to be her call as to whether Hector will
arrive at least 40 minutes before his revised start time and he has enough time to prepare. His group
eventually arrives a huge 60 seconds before the deadline and Hector and Liz are happy to go with his
revised start time.
Once all of their Athletes have departed Coaches want to leave and are faced with the km and a half
walk back to the track junction and the hope that minibuses will continue to run to take them to the
race arena. I assure the Russian coach I will make sure he is not left standing there all night. We
assume that some minibuses may be sent around the South of Glen Affric to collect the Athletes bags
and transfer them to the arena. The Estonian lady coach decides she cannot wait for an unknown
delivery and walks off up the track with half a dozen holdalls draped around her neck – I made sure
that was caught on camera.
At 14:35 Mattias Kyburz is sent on his way and we take the next hour breaking everything down.
Eventually Becca & Issie arrive with 4 minibuses around the southern route. Two are to take athletes’
bags and any other coaches to the Arena, two are to take the remaining volunteers and kit back to
Cannich village hall. On the drive back I am chatting to the driver and find out he is not an orienteer

and had only passed his minibus test last week. He was a bit surprised to be asked to drive along a
narrow forest track. Eventually arrive back at Cannich and unload the bus sort kit and load the car.
The return trip nicely catches Friday night rush hour in Inverness and Nairn and we arrive back at
7pm.

O-RINGEN AND WORLD MASTERS IN SWEDEN
By David Rosen
This year’s World Masters Championships was squeezed in between the O-Ringen and the Scottish 6Days and World Championships. Neither the O-Ringen nor the Scottish were prepared to shift their
dates so the first event of the Scottish 6-Days was the day after the World Masters Final. We spent
quite a lot of time looking at travel options and worked out that we could compete in all three;
whether our bodies would last the distance was another matter.
On Friday 17 July we left the car at Aberdeen airport and flew to Gothenburg via Copenhagen. A
short bus journey and a taxi ride saw us arriving at the giant temporary campsite on the outskirts of
Borås. We were a bit aghast that the campsite surface was gravel, but thanks to a hammer borrowed
from the next-door Swiss we got the tent up. Soon we were joined on our pitch by Sue & Martyn
Roome who had driven from Copenhagen.
Next morning we went off to collect our hire bikes. In previous years the organisers have brought
along a big stock of old army bikes for hire; really heavy with no brakes. But this year they didn’t do
that so we had contacted Tourist Information in Borås and they hired us some rather more modern
(though still pretty heavy) bikes. Swedish towns have an excellent network of cycleways so we cycled
to and from three of the events. The campsite loos were quite a distance away so we usually cycled
to them too.
With 18000 hungry competitors, the O-Ringen “town” at the campsite had a big temporary
restaurant offering a help-yourself buffet for £7-50; we ate there most nights!
On the two days when the events were too far to cycle, we went by coach. The O-Ringen has got
mass coach transport down to a fine art with three coaches every five minutes loading up
simultaneously and going off in convoy.
The first day’s event had really complex orienteering; just detailed contours, rocks, cliffs and marshes
with very few paths and a superb map at 1:7500 for the Over-60s. The other days had equally good
maps but with rather more tracks and rounded hills. At the arenas, it could have been difficult to find
each other, but SLOW had their banner so we homed in on that. After the run, the warm outdoor
showers allowed us to get clean.

Final day arena in Boras FC Stadium (note ramps built for run in far left)
On the last day, everyone who was within 90 minutes of the leader overall set off in the chasing start
while the remainder set off afterwards at 15 second intervals.
Best SROC results were Miriam’s 17th in W65 and Martyn’s 25th in M60K (short). Sue R was injured
and not able to compete.
While Martyn and Sue headed back to the UK, we went on to the World Masters Championships in
Gothenburg. On CompassSport editor Nick Barrable’s recommendation we stayed in an Ibis hotel out
in the suburbs; it turned out to be a pretty wet week so it was good to have somewhere warm and
dry as a base. The organisers encouraged us to buy a 7-day City card which turned out to be really
valuable as we travelled everywhere by bus and tram and the Card also gave us free entry to some of
the major attractions.
The Sprint qualification and final were held largely in some new housing near the waterfront
consisting of modern blocks of flats around courtyards. Most of the legs were very straightforward
but a small rocky hill in the final caught out many competitors. Miriam ended up rock climbing which
was probably not the best route choice. Nick Barrable in M40 won the only British Gold of the
championships.
Despite being only a few kilometres from the centre, the Long Distance Qualification races were in
remarkably wild terrain with marshes, tricky contours and few paths. Torrential rain made the first
race particularly tricky for the early starters. Miriam was 19th in the first race and she was aiming to
achieve a similar result in the second so as to be in the top 27 who would qualify for the A-Final.
Unfortunately, a couple of incorrect control codes on the loose descriptions for her second
qualification meant that race had to be declared void. But she was guaranteed an A-Final run on the
basis of her first race.
On the final day, the sun at last shone creating a great atmosphere in the arena. Miriam had one of
her best runs to finish 22nd and highest-placed Brit, only 7 seconds outside the top 20. I had a steady
run in M60C.
The airport was only a few kilometres away so we were in plenty of time for the special charter flight
which took 75 orienteers from Gothenburg direct to Aberdeen. After a drive to Inverness, we were
then ready, although not entirely rested, for the first of the Scottish 6-Day races the following day.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT - TONY MARLOW

Town of birth: 10th September 1965
Previous O clubs: WashOC (now defunct) & Suffoc
When, where and how did you start orienteering? 1979 Holkham Dunes, Norfolk. It was a black and
white map without control descriptions! I went with my Dad who had a friend who had done some
orienteering. 36 years later and I haven't improved!
What is it that makes you carry on? Why do you enjoy it? I Continue to orienteer as not only do I
enjoy the varying challenge of the orienteering itself and the feeling that you get from visiting places
and areas 'normal' people tend not to visit. I also have many good friends within the sport and I
would miss their company.
Do you have any family members who orienteer? My daughter Niamh orienteers fairly regularly

What are your greatest orienteering strengths and weaknesses? My biggest weakness without a
doubt is changing my mind midway through a leg, probably brought about by a lack of confidence.
My biggest strength at the moment would be my fitness level.
What is your most memorable event (and why!)? Winning at the Original Mountain Marathon 2009
only 12 months after finishing last at the Saunders.
What are your greatest orienteering achievements? Not many real achievments in competition but
organising 3 level A events (British Sprint Champs, Northern Championships and the JK sprint have
given me particular satisfaction
What are your orienteering ambitions? To Increase the volume of orienteering I do ( I have backed
off to concentrate on long distance events recently), To Orienteer abroad and generally to Carry on
competing for anther 36 years!
What would you change about the sport, if you could? Red tape and the problems that are the upper
tier of our sport.
What do you do for a day job? I'm a Diesel Engineer
Do you have any other leisure/hobby activities? Long/Ultra distance fell funning. If I couldn't run or
orienteer I would probably sail as I was quite a successful sailor in my youth and it gives you the same
feeling of ' freedom' that you get from running in the hills.

Today Blakeholme, tomorrow Everest……….
Editor - Actually, it’s the Pyrenees. On 21st August he is running in the Grand Raid Des Pyrenees, a
race across the French Pyrenees involving 100 miles and 34000 ft of ascent to raise money for

Multiple Sclerosis research. I am sure he will appreciate your sponsorshipantonymarlow@gmail.com

SPORTIDENT DEVELOPMENTS
By David Rosen
Several SROC members have asked me about the latest developments with SPORTident punching. A
SROC sprint at Clitheroe was a test event for the new SI Air+ system a couple of years ago. SI Air+
uses "Active" dibbers which can record a punch about a foot away from the control. So you don't
actually have to stop to punch but can just run very close. You can tell that you've punched
successfully because your dibber beeps and a light on it flashes.
At Clitheroe, special SI units were used at each control site. However, SPORTident realised that clubs
would be reluctant to buy new kit and now the standard SI Boxes (BSF7 and BSF8) work in AIR+ mode
if required. Operating in AIR+ mode does need more power and therefore the battery life (normally
several years) is significantly reduced if they are frequently used as AIR+ controls.
If the control units are operating in SI Air+ mode, it is also possible to punch them in the old way.
Conversely, if you do have an SIAC you can use it to punch in the old way if SI Air+ punching is not
being used.
Last year at the World Championships in Italy, SI Air+ was just used in the Sprint Relay. At the World
Championships in Scotland this August, the organisers say that SI Air+ will be used for all the races.
So will SI Air+ become the norm for all events?
I think that is very unlikely to happen anytime soon. There is nothing much wrong with normal SI
punching and the extra benefits of SI Air+ for the competitor are rather small. As I've mentioned,
there is the issue of reduced battery life. For many years to come, I expect that most competitors will
have the traditional cards. The SPORTident Active Card (SIAC) is a bit more expensive than a
traditional SI card. It is likely that SI Air+ will mainly be used for special events such as international
sprint relays, whilst most events will continue to use the normal system.

BRITISH CHAMPIONS?
By Dick Collins
Jane and I are working on the second volume of the Club History and we are including a “Roll of
Honour” of members who have been World or British Champions. We have the list below of those
who have won Sprint, Middle, Long, Night or Trail-O British Championships. If you know of others
would you please let us know (at dick.collins@btinternet.com). Many thanks.
Lorna Collett
Maurice Collett
Sally Collett?
Margaret Adams
David Comish
Quentin Harding

Zoe Harding
Helen Ockenden
Miriam Rosen
David Rosen
Tim Watkins
Frances Watkins
Dick Collins
Julian Lailey
Judith Wingham ?
Becca Roberts ?
Katrin Harding
Karen Nash
Also, we want to include pictures of the various Club O-suits. If you have one of the early versions
could you let us know so that we can borrow it (to photograph) . Again, thanks.

NEWS ITEMS FROM OUR CLUB SECRETARIES, JEFF BALL AND VICKY JAMESON ……………….
The Orienteering Foundation needs you
The Orienteering Foundation is a registered charity, independent of British Orienteering. It was set
up from a bequest and is now raising money and giving grants which fulfil the following objectives:
- provide facilities, access and opportunities within the community to encourage and promote
orienteering;
- provide capital and revenue support to increase and sustain participation in orienteering;
- strengthen the links between orienteering and the community and harness the potential of
orienteering as a force for the good in the community and society as a whole.
The Foundation is looking for the following:
- Trustees for the Board which manages the affairs of the Foundation and decides on grant
applications made to the Foundation. We aim to get geographical representation across the country.
It would provide good personal development for anyone who would like experience as a Company
Director or Trustee. This is the opportunity to give something back to the sport and to enjoy seeing
the benefits gained by recipients of the grant aid. Most of the business is conducted electronically.
- Members of the Campaign Team, who are prepared to approach orienteers and others to raise
funds for the Foundation through donations, bequests etc.
If you are interested in either of these roles, please contact Neil Cameron on
nm.cameron@btinternet.com or 01684 294 791.
Ordnance Survey
By Mike Hamilton
It feels like this topic has been going on forever which is reflective of orienteers being very different
users of OS mapping from their usual partners.
I can now confirm, thankfully, that we do not need to add loads of OS symbols etc to our maps but
are required to include the following copyright statement:
© Crown Copyright 2015 OS 100015287
This contains the year the map is to be printed and contains our licence number. OS do require this
statement to be printed in the correct font (Source Sans Pro) at a minimum of 6pt size.
If the map also involves Lidar data it will need both the Lidar and OS copyright text.

I’ll also take this opportunity to remind people responsible for printing maps that OS state that all
maps derived from OS must carry this copyright statement. ‘Derived from’ is an interesting term as
they have confirmed that this includes:
·
Orienteering maps that are created in any way using OS maps
·
Maps that have any references to the National Grid ie, grid references
Whilst we can argue with OS about this they will claim legally that almost all maps are included
within this, including Lidar, as the national grid is used for alignment etc.
Club and Association Conference
This year’s Club and Association conference will take place in Stratford upon Avon on the
10th October 2015. The theme for this year’s conference will be Vision and Strategic plan that is
“what are our plans to develop Orienteering over the next 10 years” If you would like to go let a
Committee member know.
SROC AGM
This will take place on Thursday 24th September 7.30pm. Venue to be confirmed. Jacobs Join
afterwards. Please put the date in your diary

AUTUMN FIXTURES INFORMATION FROM OUR FIXTURES SECRETARY, ROWENA BROWNE…….
Our major event this autumn is the Compass sport cup and trophy final. Not only are we competing
as a club to aim to win the trophy, but we are also staging this prestigious event. That means we will
need all hands on deck to make it work. Fortunatley we have Brian Jackson as organiser and Gavin
Smith as planner.The date to put in your diary now is Sunday October 18. Given that we put on the JK
sprint event at Easter, this will mean we are doing 2 level A events in one year! I am sure we are up
to it but it will be a huge effort again. Please offer your assistance to Martyn Roome, Teams
Coordinator right away – Martyn@mroome.myzen.co.uk or 01995 603885
We also have our usual autumn series:Saturday September 12 Williamson Park
Saturday October 3 Beacon Fell
Saturday November 14 Lancaster University
These will be low key, friendly events with an orange, a technical and probably a score course.
We also have our Spook O on at Silver Helm on October 24
Night event November 21 Sizergh Castle.
New Year Cracker Arnside Knott.

